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A. Introduction 
 
This document summarizes the results and messages of the workshop “Territorial Vision for 
Europe towards 2050” held in Brussels on 11 October 2013. During this workshop three panels of 
European stakeholders (Policy-makers, practitioners and organisations) discussed in both plenary 
and parallel sessions the elements developed and presented by the ET2050 project. This synthesis 
will feed into a second version of a Territorial Vision for Europe towards 2050.  
 
The document is divided in two parts: 
 

 Part B summarizes the key issues resulting from the workshop and gives a first indication 

on how they will feed into a second draft of the Territorial Vision; 

 Part C lists the key points resulting from the debates of the various sessions held during the 

workshop. 

B. Key issues towards a second draft Territorial Vision 
 
1. What do we mean by a territorial Vision (TeVi)? And what by midterm targets and 

pathways (strategy)?: 

Several comments came from the fact that participants were confused between Vision and strategy 
(mid term target and pathways) towards the Vision. Even if some insisted that the TeVi should be 
realistic, several insisted also on the fact that the TeVi is a dream of a long term future which should 
settle very high goals and values. 
 
The solution to the confusion (Vision/strategy towards), and to the contradiction (dare to 
dream/be realistic) could be to have on the one hand a TeVi speaking as if ‘we are in 2050, and we 
describe our best ideal future’ ( e.g.“Vision should be a description of a sustainable, balanced, 
polycentric and cohesive European territory in 2050”), and then another document which is the 
strategy with potential actions leading towards this best future - namely the mid targets and 
pathways - realistic and based on input from scenarios as well as current agreed (EU) policy 
documents.  
 
The vision should stay politically in the middle and not present extremes values and views; it 
should present a balanced view on growth, sustainability and social (i.e. economy, environment, 
people).  
 
The Vision would be presented with its supporting pathways.  
It should also be clarified at the beginning of each document what is the role of the documents, to 
avoid confusion.  
 
The TeVi could integrate a synthesis of what EU documents already agreed that they want for 2050: 
this is already included in the first draft TeVi, (see bibliography with supporting documents), but in 
the second draft the narrative should be different, and separate clearly what are current trends 
(integrating modelling results from the scenarios), realistic expectations, agreed targets and 
pathways, and the Vision.  
  
Therefore several elements from the first draft can be used for the second draft, but reorganised 
between Vision and strategy (pathways).  
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2. A Territorial Vision: how to territorialize it ?  

As already underlined in the presentation, the main missing issue in the first draft TeVi is the 
territorialisation of the Vision. Territorial differentiation and diversity of territories is considered 
as a crucial issue, for the Vision and for the strategy towards the Vision.  
 
Several proposals were coming from the workshop, mainly asking to use FUAs as a key concept. 
Additional ‘bricks to play’ would be macroregional areas, specific types of territories (see ESPON 
typology), … with a clear identification of  identification criteria. Territorial categories like 
metropolitan, second tier cities, accessibility, etc. that are used in ESPON projects, should be used 
intensively to give the Vision a territorial dimension.   
 
Many participants insisted on the fact that territorial differentiation is a major issue and the key for 
the future of Europe, but should be appraised through positive conceptions rather than by the 
means of more pessimistic concepts taken from the centre-periphery glossary. Therefore concepts 
such as assets, abilities, capacities, etc. should be used to design a conception of territorial 
differentiation as a basis for an empowerment of European territories, in order for them to develop 
using their local resources and cooperation opportunities. 
 
3. Visualisation of the vision 

Another missing point at this stage is visualisation. We need to show maps and/or figures during 
our next presentation, to the ESPON MC, on the 3rd December in Vilnius.  
 
The following is being discussed: A first step would be to draft diagrams and innovative 
illustrations of the European territory rather than a map of the existing territory to support the 
Vision.  These diagrams should visualise a model of the envisioned territorial organisation amongst 
FUAs (medium cities), MEGAs, the set of relations that linked both cities together (including 
hinterland and redistributive relations) and both cities to other territories (Neighbouring countries 
and the rest of the World). These diagrams should be different in style to normal ESPON maps and 
illustrations and try new innovative ways of illustrating a territorial vision. A key point to consider 
is that if the Vision is conceived as a possible future, a dream; a too much realistic map could induce 
a misunderstanding and confusion with the scenarios. 
 
4. Who will be the users of the TeVi? 

ESPON Monitoring Committee members are the key stakeholders and main users of the Territorial 
Vision, as they launched the process and delineate the framework of the process: 

 One Territorial Vision,  

 No negative Vision (scenarios can be used in this respect),  

 A Vision realistic in relation to mid term target and pathways,    

 But also visionary, ‘an ideal future’, in relation to EU territory in 2050. 

In addition, the demand was to build the strongest possible co-ownership during the Vision 
building process. A participatory approach involving different types of stakeholders (public, 
private, scientific) active at EU level was specified since the beginning of the project.   

 

5. Governance and terminology 

The issue of governance was underlined in different sessions as being a core issue. Not so much 
through its institutional presentation (see chapter G in first draft TeVi), but in relation with 
providing capacity for territories to organize themselves, and in relation with an efficient European 
framework providing a common toolbox, which could then be used according to needs and context. 
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In this respect also, some key concepts used in the first draft should be kept, but clarified and 
developed: territorial governance, territorial cohesion, spatial justice. In particular, the 
introduction of a new concept “spatial justice”, which risk to confuse recipients even more than 
territorial cohesion. As the Treaty already includes territorial cohesion, it is probably wisest to 
make use of this concept.  
 
6. (Additional ) focus 

Focus was highlighted on several issues, which should be more taken into account, or were taken 
into account already, but are considered crucial:  
 

 diversity and richness of all territories,  

 cultural identities and local specificities, 

 resilience of territories, risk management, 

 private economic actors interests,  

 agricultural and nature aspects,  

 small and medium sized cities,  

 maritime dimension.  

C. Synthesis of key points coming from the debate 
 
From plenary session morning: 
 

 Vision should be Value inspired 

 But : ideal future: for whom? For European citizens. Is a set a various different options for 

the Vision possible? 

 Low growth could be the best for sustainability 

 Link with scenarios (through the pathways ?) 

 Add diversity of territories (and cultural identities), resilience of territories, risk 

management 

 Mapping should come next 

 
From parallel sessions 
 
Policy makers (EU COM and national government) 
 
Synthesis:  

 use existing agreed policies and strategies/documents, such as TA2020 and EC Cohesion 

Policy documents 

 closer links with scenarios, underlined trade off (but scenarios are taking only a specific set 

of information into account, even less at 2050 horizon….also, assumptions are quite subjectives 

in some cases….quid scenarios values …?)  

 keep abstract goals, high limits, but try to mix with current policies (see 1, and/or use 

alternative ways to implement, to arrive somewhere) 

 insist on diversity: richness. Diversity of regions should be part of the Vision 

 adaptability of the Vision (resilience to wild cards) 

 territorialisation: key idea: FUA (allow rural + urban), + bricks (macroregions, type of 

regions, NUTS, .. 
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 governance issue is crucial 

 define: territorial cohesion, territorial governance, spatial justice 

 add private economic actors interest (less left/green, more right/economic growth: but not 

everybody agreed on this) 

 
Practitioners (regional groupings) 
 
Synthesis: 

 We need a vision to be visionary and we need visualization: 

- Get rid of administrative borders and old barriers obstructing functional relations and 

cohesion 

- Visualisations (graphics, identification of every region’ in Europe possible) in order to 

invest in co-ownership/ appropriated by people 

- Provide at the start more possibilities 

- Involve creative spatial planners 

 Territorial cohesion 

- Every territory should invest on its own potential and local assets 

- The most important spatial entities are functional regions cooperating in wider areas  

- Through networking, small and medium cities play a mayor role; 

- Differences matter positively, they imply distinct potentials  

- Europe will be consisting of 47 countries 

 Co-ownership through involvement 

- Private actors are essential as co-producers in the process 

- Planning practitioners on regional and local levels must be intensively involved 

 Use positive concepts: stop speaking about disparities, use positive terms and speak about 

abilities, uniqueness, strengths, opportunities (idem for colors on maps).  

 Missing issues: cultural identities, agricultural aspects, nature assets will gain importance, 

also the maritime dimension will become very important. 

 
Organisations (active in territorial issues, working at EU level) 
 
Synthesis: 

 Need to clarify who is the audience (Member State, MC ESPON), 

 Need to clarify what can be consensual (avoid terminology with strong opposition) 

 Avoid a ‘West Center’ Vision 

 Governance is a crucial issue 

 National Vision should be combined in a European Vision 

 Avoid mix Vision visionary and current realistic trends 

 Present a negative Vision (baseline extreme) 

 Vision should be adaptive, use wildcards 

 Use as background for the Vision; what is a sustainable society and development?: the TeVi 

should be a description of sustainable Europe in 2050 

 Dare to dream:  

o need to distinguish Vision ( dream 2050) , detached from current debate and trends, 

o and realistic strategy towards (mid term target and pathways ) 
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Plenary session (afternoon) 
 
Facilitators’ synthesis 
 
Policy makers: 

 continuity with EU policy statement (consensus building anchored in existing policies) 

 link Vision and scenarios (but they are not the same) 

 keep fundamental values and abstract goal, but be careful of different interpretation: should 

be discussed further with policy makers 

 avoid too low common agreed basis 

 territorial diversity is crucial, allow flexibility (cf Territorial agenda),use bricks 

(macroregion, type of territory, FUA) 

 governance is at the core 

Practitioners: 
 Visualisation is needed 

 Be visionary, not stuck to present reality (will change) 

 Need options, and scenarios help to select: will contribute to co-ownership from decision 

makers 

 Key word: territorial cohesion, key level: FUA 

 Local opportunities are the best to invest in diversity in the framework of a global European 

Vision 

 Governance levels: EU /(NAtional state )/FUA/local 

 Eu is 47 (core), and circles around 

 Avoid jargon and be careful with terminology (no negative wording) 

 Get rid of administrative barriers 

 Missing: cultural identities, agriculture, nature, small and medium cities: maters a lot 

 Change paradigms towards cultural identities and local specificities 

 
Organisations: 

 Process ,product and audience should be clarified 

 If the aim is a consensus, be based on current agreed policies 

 Do not focus on controversial word (federation) 

 Check coherence of the documents 

 Scenarios; a lot on economy, is it realistic: 2% growth per year means 200 % growth by 

2050 

 Vision: how the society should be to be sustainable 

 Include a negative Vision (baseline) 

 Include more the unpredictable (resilience of scenaios)) 

 
Last additional comments: 

 What if business as usual, sustainable future: not possible with current growth, we need 

LESS 

 Member States are still major actors: check with national Visions 

 The “co-ownership” of the Vision should be an objective of the project  

 The status of the final documents (TeVi) should be clarified with the  ESPON MC 

 Pathways should also clarify who should be doing what (governance level) 


